Hate Violence ‐ On‐campus statistics, 2016
The Education Code requires that a description be included for the category of bias as well as victim and
suspect characteristics, if known. Other information may be included for a better understanding of
statistics. There is no codified definition for noncriminal hate violence, so available descriptive
information has been included for those incidents that do not rise to that of a hate crime.
Bias Category
Ethnicity
Race

Jan‐Dec
2016

1

*1

1

1

1

Offender
Characteristics

Arrests
0

Reporting party was a victim of
racial slurs expressed by 3 unknown
subjects who were in a passing
vehicle.
Suspect slapped the victim after she
said she was Mexican. (Hate Crime)
Racial epithet was marked on a
restroom mirror with grease
marker. (Hate Crime)
Individuals drew a derogatory
picture of an Asian person on the
whiteboard outside the Reporting
Party’s room.
An anonymous caller left a
message, “F‐‐‐‐‐‐ (racial slur) get out
of my country.”
A note containing a racial slur was
found circulating during an event
for high school students

Male, African
American

Unknown

0

Female, Hispanic

Male, Asian

0

Male, White

Unknown

0

Male, Asian

Unknown

0

Asian American
Activities Center

Unknown

0

Variety of class
participants

Unknown

0

0

Religion

*5

Sex
Sexual
Orientation

0

*1

Gender Identity
Gender
Expression
Disability
Political Beliefs
Religious Beliefs

Victim
Characteristics

0

1

National Origin

Description of Act

0
Suspect(s) spray‐painted swastikas
on various signs throughout
campus on five different occasions.
(Increased from originally reported
3 to 5) (Hate Crimes)

University
Community

Unknown

0

0
Fired Employee threatened to beat
up the co‐worker and shave his
head and then accuses him of being
gay. (Review found threat made
with slur) (Hate Crime)

Male, Hispanic

Male, Hispanic

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Total
*8 Hate Crimes /*4 Noncriminal Hate Violence
*Upon review we discovered the noted changes to the 2016 Hate Violence/Crime statistics. Those items with an *
have been updated to reflect the changes.
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